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The generalized Samuel numbers of(g) and Wf(g) associated with two filtrations f and g on a 
ring A are introduced. Their existence in F+ is studied. It is shown in particular that if g belongs 
to the important class of A.P filtrations introduced by Bishop, then n&) exists in %+ for any 
filtrationf and that if f and g are A.P filtrations on the noetherian ring A, then W&) exists in 
E+ A number of basic results concerned with Samuel numbers of two ideals are extended to 
generalized Samuel numbers of two A.P filtrations. 
As an application of these different results, many of the known properties of homogeneous 
l-adic pseudo valuations, where 1 is an ideal, are extended to homogeneous pseudo valuations 
associated with A.P filtrations. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper A will denote a commutative ring with unit element. For 
two filtrations f = (I,) and g = (.Z,) on the ring A we put of(g) = lim, _ m uf(.Z,)/n 
and tif(g) = lim, _ a wf(.Z,)/n, where for each ideal J of A, uf(J) and wf(J) are 
defined as follows: uf(.Z)=sup{r: .ZcZ,.}; wf(J)=inf{r: JzZ,}, and E+(J)= cm if 
this last set is empty. The numbers of(g) and iilf(g) are called the generalized 
Samuel numbers of the filtrations f and g. They have been studied in [9] by Samuel 
in the particular case when f = (I”) and g = (J”) for two ideals Z, J of the noetherian 
ring A which satisfy other conditions. Beside this particular case the sequence 
uf(Jn)/n (resp. wf(Jn)/n) need not be convergent in R+ = [R, U 03 where [R, is the 
set of all nonnegative real numbers. The number IJ&) (resp. Wf(g)) is said to exist 
if the sequence vf(J,,)/n (resp. wf(J,,)/n) is convergent in R+ . In Section 2 we study 
the existence of the generalized Samuel numbers of(g) and Wf(g). It follows from 
[l] that if the ring A is noetherian, then among the filtrations on A which behave 
like I-adic filtrations, the most general ones are A.P filtrations; so we use A.P filtra- 
tions in several cases. In this section we prove in particular that if g is an A.P filtra- 
tion or if u,is a homogeneous pseudo valuation, then of(g) exists and that if f and 
g are A.P filtrations on a noetherian ring A, then iilf(g) exists. 
In Section 3 we extend to generalized Samuel numbers the following two 
formulas: 
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(1) l/tJ,(x)r l/$(X) + l/VJ(X), 
(2) f+(X) = ; UT(X), 
for all x E A and for all ideals I, J of A, where o1 is the homogeneous pseudo valua- 
tion associated with I. These formulas were proved by Samuel [9] and Rees [8] for 
a noetherian ring A and by Petro [6] for nonnoetherian rings. 
In Section 4 we extend several basic results concerned with the Samuel numbers 
associated with ideals. In particular we prove 
4.9. Theorem. Let f, g be two nonnilpotent separated A.P filtrations on a 
noetherian ring A and let s be the altitude off. Zf fl= fi and if dim f = 0, then we 
have (offg))sef(A) 5 e,(A) 5 (~~(g))Sef(A), where ef(A) (resp. e,(A)) is the multi- 
plicity of the filtration f (resp. g). 
This theorem is a generalization of [9, Theorem 31 of Samuel. 
In Section 5 we adapt [4, Proposition 1 I .8] of McAdam and we give the following 
characterization of the integral dependence of the filtration g over the filtration f 
as defined in [2]: 
5.6. Theorem. Let A be a noetherian ring and let f be a strongly A.P filtration on 
A. Then for any A.P filtration g on A we have: g is integral over f if and only if 
ijf(g) L 1. 
2. Existence of the generalized Samuel numbers 
We begin by giving the definitions of the basic terms used in this paper. 
2.1. Definitions. Let A be a commutative ring with unit element. 
(1) A filtration on the ring A is a sequence f = (Z,) of ideals such that I0 =A, 
Z n+l~Z,, and Z,Z,,,cZ,+, for all n,mz-0. 
(2) The set F(A) of all filtrations on the ring A is ordered by f = (I,) 5 g = (J,) if 
Z,, c .Z,, for any two elements f and g in F(A). 
The product of the filtrations f = (I,) and g = (J,,) is fg = (Z,J,). 
(3) Let A>0 be a real number. Following Bishop [l] we will use (A} to denote 
the least integer greater than or equal to /z and for any filtration f =(I,,) we will 
consider the filtration f @) = (ZlnAj)n EN. 
Let Z be an ideal of A. The I-adic filtration is the filtration fi=(Z”). The follow- 
ing three types of filtrations have been studied by Bishop in [l] and Ratliff in [7]. 
They behave like I-adic filtrations: 
(4) A filtration f = (I,) on the ring A is said to be approximatable by powers and 
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is called an A.P filtration in case there exists a sequence of positive integers 
(k,), E M such that Zknrn c Z,” for all m, n, an k,/n --f 1 as n -+ 03. 
We may suppose in this definition that k,zn for all n. 
(5) A filtration f=(Z,J is strongly A.P (or “has a regular subsequence of 
powers” in the terminology of Bishop [l]) in case there exists an integer kz 1 such 
that f(@ =fi , where & is the I,-adic filtration. 
(6) A filtration f = (I,) is essentially powers of an ideal and called an E.P filtra- 
tion if there exists an integer Nr 1 such that Z, = E;“-i ~Zn_j for all n 2 1, where 
4=A if jl0. 
(7) In [l], Bishop has proved that a strongly A.P filtration is A.P and that an 
E.P filtration on a noetherian ring is strongly A.P, hence A.P. 
We will now consider the generalized Samuel numbers as defined in the introduc- 
tion and we will study their existence in I??,. 
2.2. Remarks. (1) Let Z and .Z be ideals of A. We put ul(J) = ofi( w,(J) = 
wf(J). Let f = (I,,) be a filtration. Then it is easily shown, as in [3, Lemma 0.2.11, 
that the sequence uj-(Jn)/n is convergent in E+. Its limit is the generalized Samuel 
number i+(fJ) which will be denoted by D&Z). In particular, we put ~J&Z)=C$+Z) 
and U1(g) = ofi for any filtration g. 
(2) We have 0J.Z”) = k lim, ~ oD (Q@)/kn) = kUf(J) for all integers kz 1. 
If XE A, we put v~(x) = uf(xA) and Us = o,$xA). If the ideal J is generated by 
a finite set (x1, . . . , x,), then it can be shown, as in [3, Proposition 0.2.51, that 
Df(J) = mini c isr Uf(Xi)* 
The mappings x u uf(x) and x H Us are pseudo valuations on A and the second 
one is homogeneous, that means we have UJ(xk) = kGf(x) for all integers k L 1 and 
all XCEA. This follows from Remark 2.2(2). In particular, if f=fr, the pseudo 
valuations D,= tJh are called I-adic. 
If f= (I,) E F(A), then fl= fi for all n 11. This value is denote by fl. We have 
fl= (xEA: q(x)>O}. 
(3) We can also show, as in the proof of [9, Theorem 11, that the sequence 
w,(J”)/n is convergent in R+, Its limit Wh(fJ) will be denoted by W{(J). We put 
IVY = Wf(fJ) for all f E F(A). 
(4) For arbitrary filtrations f = (I,) and g= (J,) it is not easy to study the con- 
vergence of the sequences uf(Jn)/n and wf(Jn)/n. Let us begin by showing some 
general properties. If f, f ‘, g, g’ are filtrations and if all the generalized Samuel 
numbers which occur exist, then we have: 
(i) If gcg’, then of(g) 2 t$(g’); wf(g) 2 rVf(g’). 
(ii) If f-cf’, then 0,-(g)r+(g); iiIf(g)lrVY(g). 
(iii) DJgg’) 1 f+(g) + rsf(g’). 
(iv) For all integers kr 1, we have 1Sfk(g)S of(k)(g); VVfk(g)< rVfck)(g). 
These properties are easy consequences of the following ones where Z, J, J’ are 
ideals: 
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(i’) If Js.Z’, then uJJ)> uJJ’); w&Z)> wf(J’). 
(ii’) If f of ‘, then of(J) 5 of(J); wf(.Z) I wf(J). 
(iii’) uJJJ’) 1 uf(J) + of(J). 
(iv’) u&Z”) 2 n u&Z); wl(J”)5 nwl(J) for all integers nil. 
2.3. Proposition. Let f = (I,) and g= (J,) be filtrations on the ring A and let A>0 
be a real number. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) iif exists. 
(ii) JV~CA) (g) exists. 
(iii) wf(gu)) exists. 
Under these conditions, we have: iif = nW&g) = Wf(gu’)/n. 
Proof. (i) o (ii). First suppose that there exists an integer no such that w,M(J~,) = 
00. Then Jn, contains no ideal Zcnl with r E N. Let m be an integer such that m = 1 
if A 11 and rnA 2 1 if 0 <A < 1. Then we have fCmA) 5f and wpu(Jn,) = 03. It 
follows that wf(J,,,) = 00, hence wf(Jn) = 0~ for all n 2 no. Since wp(J,) = 03 for all 
n 2 no, we have: iilrcA)(g) =wf(g) = 00 = iiIf(g)/l. 
Next suppose that wfm(Jn) = s, E N for all n. Then J,, 2 Z{A~.) but J,, PZ{A(,~_ 1)) .
Therefore {A@,, - l)} < wf(Jn) I (ks,} and A@, - 1) < wf(Jn) < Izs, + 1. Thus we have: 
iw,(Jn)- t <&-1)/n+ i < +(w,(J,)+l)<ls,/n+2/n. 
The equivalence (i) o (ii) results from the first case and from the above inequalities. 
(i) w (iii). This results from the fact that (l/n)wf(J~~n))=({~n}/n)(l/(~n})x 
wf(JiAnI) and that lim,,, (l/n){An} =A. 
(iii) a (i). For n E N let qn be the greatest integer less than or equal to 
n/I. We have {~q,,)(n<{~(q,+l)) and (qn/n)wf(J~n,,))/qn~wf(J,)/nI((q,+l)/ 
n)wf(J{~(q.+ 1)$/k + 0. 
We obtain what we wished by taking limits as n + 00. •i 
2.4. Corollary. Zf the filtration f = (I,,) is strongly A.P, then Wf(J) exists for each 
ideal J of A. 
Proof. There exist an integer kr 1 such that ftk’=_fik. We have VQ(J)= WAk(fJ) = 
Wf(k)(fJ). By Remark 2.2(4), this number exists in m+, so iif does by Proposi- 
tion 2.3. 0 
2.5. Remark. With similar arguments as in Proposition 2.3, it is easy to show that 
for f, g E F(A) and A E E? with A > 0, the following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) uf(g) exists. 
(ii) DJf’Al(g) exists. 
(iii) tJJg@)) exists. 
Under these conditions, we have: 
IQ(g) = A Q”‘(g) = Gf(g(“))/il. 
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2.6. Proposition. Let f= (I,) and g = (J,) be filtrations on A. Then: 
(i) The sequence uj(J,)/n is convergent in E, and 
lim uf(J,)/nI lim Uf(J,)/n. 
n-m 
(ii) If g is an A.P filtration, then rsf(g) exists and 
Of(g) = fim ~~f(J,,)/n. 
n-m 
(iii) If f is a strongly A.P filtration, then the sequence Wj(J,,)/n is convergent in 
E+ and 
lim wf(J,)/ns lim iilr(J,)/n. 
“*m 
(iv) If g is A.P and iff is strongly A.P, then fif(g) exists and 
iilf(g) = lim ~~(J,)/rz. 
n+o3 
Proof. (i) If there exists n,E N such that iif = +03, then uf(J,) = +03 for all 
nrn, and lim,,, Uf(J,)/n=+m. 
Suppose now that r$-(J,) < 03 for all n. Then t+(J,) < 03. Let (k, n) E iN2 - (0,O). By 
the division algorithm we put n = qnk + r,, where 01 r, < k. Therefore, Jk4,+l c 
J k(qn+l)c Jn- 
For all m E N we have: uf(Jr)/m< (qn + l)uf(@“‘“)/(q, + 1)m. If m -+ o3, we 
obtain Uf(J,)/n 5 (qn + l)Uf(J,)/n and if n 
;- 
+ 00 we have hm_CQ-(J,)/n I Df(J,)/k for 
all k 2 1. Therefore, the sequence Cf(J,)/n is convergent in [R, . Since uf(Jn) 5 uf(Jn) 
for all n, part (i) follows. 
(ii) By (i) it is enough to show that lim,, m I$-(J,)/n s &I uf(J,)/n. Since g is 
A.P, there exists a sequence (k,) of integers such that Jk,m c J,” for all n, m and 
lim, + m k,/n=l. If we put m=q,k,+r, with O<r,<k,, we have: 
(*) Je+’ c J, c Jknq,, c J,Tf’? 
It follows that (qm/m)(uf(J,4”)/qm) 5 uf(J,)/m. If m + 03, we obtain 
If n -+ 00, part (ii) follows. 
(iii) If f is strongly A.P, then We exists for all n by Remark 2.2(3). The re- 
mainder of the proof is similar to that of (ii). 
(iv) The proof is similar to that of (ii). 0 
2.7. Corollary. Let f be a filtration. Suppose that the pseudo valuation uf is 
homogeneous. Then : 
(i) For any ideal J of A we have uf(J”) =nuf(J) for all n > 1. 
(ii) For each filtration g, Of(g) exists. 
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Proof. (i) We need only to prove that u~(J”)~~D~(J) for all nl 1. It is easy to 
show that uf(J)=minX,, f u (x) = I+(x,,) for some x0 E J. Therefore n t+(J) = n ur(xo) 
= u~(x~)Lu#“) as we wished to show. 
(ii) It follows from (i) that Go= us(J) for any ideal J. If g=(J,)E 5(A), then 
c$-(J,)/n = QJ,)/n. The conclusion follows by Proposition 2.6(i). q 
2.8. Corollary. If f and g are two A.P filtrations on the noetherian ring A, then 
Wf(g) exists. 
Proof. By [l, Theorem 2.2.61, there exists a monotone increasing sequence (f,) of 
E.P filtrations and a sequence of positive real numbers (A,) such that lim, + oD I, = 1 
and fnsfsfn (‘J for all rz. Since A is noetherian, each f, is strongly A.P [l, Cor- 
ollary 2.7 and Theorem 2.91. Therefore, ii,“(g) exists by Proposition 2.6(iv), hence 
$V+)(g) exists by Proposition 2.3. If g=(J,), then for all m we have wr,(Jm)< 
wf(J,) i wp(J,). Hence 
wlf,(g) = lim wfR(J,)/m 5 !im wf(J,)/m 5 lim wf(J,)/m 
m-a 
s lim wf,‘““)(J,)/rn = WY;“)(g) = wfn(g)/&,. 
Since the sequence wfn(g) is monotome increasing, it is convergent in [R,. If 
n --f 00, the above inequalities imply lim wf(J,)/m = lim wf(J,)/m = lim, _ m wYn(g). 
This common value is iilf(g). 0 
2.9. To close this section, let us give an example where of(g) does not exist. Con- 
sider the following sequence (e,) of integers as defined in [5, example 2.31: 
l e,=+(22k-2-1)+r+1 if n=22k-1+r with 0sr<22k-1; 
l e,=f(22k -1) if n=22k+r with 01r<22k. 
If we put A =Z[X]/(X*) =Z[x], where x2 = 0 and Z, =(2”x); J, =(2enx) for all 
n 2 1, IO = Jo = A, then f = (I,) and g = (J,) are filtrations on A. We have uf(J,) = e, . 
Let @(n)=q(J,)/n=e,/n. Then @(22k)-+ 5 and #(22k-1)-+f if k-t 00, therefore 
UY(g) does not exist. We remark that g is not A.P and that the pseudo valuation uf 
is not homogeneous. 
3. Extensions of the formula tip= II/n 
3.1. Remark. It was shown in [6, Proposition 2.81 that for all f,f’E IF(A) and for 
all x E A, the following two properties hold: 
(i) 1 /UYf,(x) 5 1 /UJ(x) + 1 /fJf,(x); 
(ii) 1+4x) = Df(x)/n. 
Proposition 3.2 below is an extension of these formulas to generalized Samuel numbers. 
Notation. The notation “n%O” will mean “n large enough”. 
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3.2. Proposition. Let A f’ be filtrations and let s be an integer 2 1. Then for each 
A.P filtration g we have: 
(i) l/Qf,(g)s l/of(g)+ l/fJf,(g). 
(ii) r+(g)= t+(g)=(l/s)0~(g) =(l/s2)0Jg(“))=(1/s2)0Jgs). 
Proof. By Remark 2.5 and Proposition 2.6, all the generalized Samuel numbers 
which occur in this proposition exist. 
(i) If of(g) T= 0 or +(g) = 0, then (i) is clear. Now suppose that t+(g)>0 and 
ii&) > 0. Let p, q, p‘, q’ be integers 2 1 such that p/q < ijf(g); p//q’< off’(g). If we 
put f = (I,), f ‘= (I,‘) g = (J,), then for m*O we have mp< qQJ,). 
Let (k,,) be a sequence of integers such that for all m, n, Jknrn c J,” with 
lim n+m (k,/n)= 1. 
Let us write rn = qm k, + r,, , with 0 I r, <k, . From the inclusion Jp+’ c J, , one 
deduces mp<quf(J~)~q~uf(J~‘l)~ u~(J$*“+‘)) for rn$-0, hence: Jz@“+‘) cZmp 
for m%-0. As above, we have also J~(qm+l)~Z,&, for m&O. Therefore, JL;c 
Lpp Gpp’ 3 where s,=(q,+l)(pq’+p’q); hence ~~~~(J~~)/s~>(m/(q~+l))(pp’/(pq’+ 
p’q)), and if m -+ CQ, we obtain u,--,(J&k,,rpp’/(pq’+p’q). As we can suppose 
that k,r n, it follows from Proposition 2.6 that if n--f 03, we have Dff’(g)z 
(p/q)(p’/q’)/(p/q +p’/q’), hence (Remark 3.1(i)): iiff’(g) 2 C+(g)+(g)/(Df(g) + 
of,(g)). If for example of(g) = 03, the above proof shows that csff’(g) 2 Uf,(g), hence 
U~~, (g) = off’(g) and (i) holds in this case. If iif < co and of8 (g) < 03, then (i) follows 
from Remark 3.1 (i). 
(ii) By (i) we have Dfs(g)r Uf(g)/s. As f “_f < @), we have +(g) 5 @(g) = $(g)/s 
(by Remark 2.5). Therefore, Ufs(g)= Uf(g)/s= oftI)( We have also ijf(g’)= 
lim, + o3 Ujj(J,“)/n = s lim,, _ m t~I~f(J,~)/n =sf$(g) (by Proposition 2.6). The remainder 
of the proof follows from Remark 2.5. tl 
3.3. Corollary. Let f, f ‘E IF(A) and let J be an ideal of A. Then: 
(i) l/u,--,(J)i l/of(J) + l/ij,,(J). 
(ii) For all integers SI 1, D.~s(J) =Df~x~(J) = rs_f(J)/s. 
Proof. Take g=f, in Proposition 3.2. 0 
3.4. Corollary. Let f, f’, g be filtrations. Zf g is A.P, then 
,‘i\ nUfj2fI(g) = i$b) if Q(g) > 0, o 
otherwise, 
Zn particular, DC @, then for any finitely generated ideal J of A, we have 
of(J) = !liW n Use,. 
Proof. We have f”f’rf” for all n, hence nU f”f’(g) I n+(g) = Df((g). If of,(g) > 0, 
then 
lim l/n UYflf,(g) slim (l/UJg)+ l/n off’(g))= l/of(g). 
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If Uff’(g) = 0, then rJYf,(g) = 0 for all n. This completes the proof of the first part. 
For the second part suppose that the ideal J is generated by (x1, x2, . . . ,x,). We have 
~JJ)=rnitri,~~~ Uf(Xi). If .Zcfl, then u&Z)>0 and the result follows from the 
first part where we take g =fJ . If .Z is not contained in fl, then J is not contained 
in fl, hence fif,(J) = G,-(J) = 0. 0 
3.5. Remark. Let XEA. If we put J=x_4 in Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4, we obtain 16, 
Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 2.81. 
In the same vein as Proposition 2.6(ii), we will show now that of(g) can also be 
approximated by nt~,~(g) for n$=O if fand g are A.P. This is also another generali- 
zation of the formula &=i+/n. 
3.6. Proposition. Let f = (I,,) and g=(J,) be A.P filtrations on A. Then the se- 
quence n$(g) is convergent in R+ and Uf(g) = lim,,, nflfn(g). 
Proof. By Remark 2.2(l), t+(g) = Dh(g) for each ideal I. Let us show that mUI,, 5 
of(g) for all ml 1. We may suppose that muIm(g) #O. Let p, q be integers L 1 such 
that p/q<m&(g). For n%O we have (m/nBm(J,)>p/q, hence J,“” c Zmpn. 
It follows that ijf(g) rp/q, hence DY(g) > lim n Din(g). 
Conversely, let p, q be integers 2 1 such that p/q< Uf(g). Then Jz c Imp for 
m&O. Let (k,) be a sequence of integers such that Zk,,, cZ,” for all m, n and 
lim, + m k,,/n=l. Let us write m=k,q,+r,, Osr,,,<k,. Then for m%O, J,“r 
ZmP~Z~P and tiIn(J,)/m2(q,/m)(p/q). Therefore, if m -+ CO, we have &(g)r 
(l/k,)(p/q) and if n + 03 we obtain lim n&(g) zp/q, this completes the proof. 0 
3.7. Corollary. Let f =(I,,) be an A.P filtration. Then for each XEA we have 
Dr(x) = lim, _ o3 n U,,t (x) . 
Proof. This result follows from Proposition 3.6 if we put J=xA and g = fJ. q 
3.8. Consequences. It follows from Corollary 7 that relations between pseudo 
valuations of the type i$ which behave well by taking limits can be extended to 
pseudo valuations of the type Go, where f is A.P. As an illustration, we know from 
[lo, Satz l] that if A is a valuation ring, then for each ideal Z of A, 4 is a valua- 
tion. Therefore, by Corollary 7, l’f is a valuation on A for any A.P filtration f. 
4. Relations with multiplicities 
All the filtrations in this section are supposed to be different from the filtration 
fA =(A,A, . ..). 
4.1. Definition. A filtration f = (I,) is said to be separated if 0 Z,, = (0) and nilpo- 
tent if there exists an integer k such that Zk = (0). 
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4.2. Remarks. Let f = (I,) and g = (J,) be in F(A). 
(1) If f is separated and g nonnilpotent, then vJ(J,) E N for all n and 
lim n*co~g(JJ=~. 
(2) If A is noetherian and if g is A.P with tic fl, then lim, ~ m vf(J,) = 00. In- 
deed, there exists t 2 1 such that (c)j c I, . Let k, E N such that Jknrn c J,” for all 
n, m. Let us write for m+O, m=q,t k,+r, with Olr,<tk,,. Then for each nrl, 
J c Jj4’” c Iq” c I m-n -1 -qln and QJ,) 2 qm . If m + 03, we obtain what we wished. 
(3) If A is noetherian and if f is A.P with flfc G, then wf(Jn) E N for all n. In- 
deed, for each n there exists s,, 2 1 such that (fl)sn c J, . Let (k;) be a sequence 
such that i$, c I,” for all n, m. We have I& c 12 c J,, therefore wf(J,) E N. 
4.3. Proposition. Let f = (I,) and g = (J,) be two A.P filtrations on the noetherian 
ring A such that f is separated, g is nonnilpotent and fi c fl Then vf(g)iit,(f) = 1. 
Proof. Let us write v,= vf(J,); w, = w,(Z,). It follows from Remark 4.2 that for 
n p 0, w,, and v, are integers 2 1. We have J, c &, hence w,(ZJ 5 n and (v, /n) X 
(w&,~)/v,) I 1. Therefore wE(f I 1. Similarly, I, 2 JW,, v~(J,,,~) 2 n. It follows 
that vf(g)Wg(f) 2 1, this completes the proof. 0 
4.4. Remark. On noetherian rings and in view of Proposition 4.3, we need only 
study rsf(g). We offer this fact as our excuse for studying only the number of(g) 
even in some nonnoetherian cases as we did in Section 3. 
4.5. Proposition. Let f = (l,), g = (J,,), h = (K,,) be filtrations on the noetherian ring 
A such that g and h are A.P, g is separated, h is nonnilpotent and fi C j&. Then 
uf(h) 2 uf(g) Qh). 
Proof. Let us write v,=v,(K,). It follows from Remark 4.2 that V,E N -(0) for 
n%O. We have K,, c JUG c Z,,,oj ), n hence vf(K,)/n 2 (vs(JU,)/v,)(v,/n) and the result 
follows if n + 03. El 
4.6. Corollary. Let g be a separated A.P filtration on the noetherian ring A and 
let J#A be a nonnilpotent ideal of A such that ~Jc fi. Then for any filtration f 
on A we have: 
In particular, if 0 < ijf(g) < 03, then for each x E A we have of(x) L Uf(g)iig(x). 
Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 4.5 where h=f,. As for the last 
part, let x be in A. If x is nilpotent, then of(x) = Us = co and the conclusion holds. 
If x is a unit, then x@fi since g#fA , hence t.~Jx) =O. The conclusion holds also in 
this case. 
Suppose now that x is a nonunit nonnilpotent element in A and let us take J = XA , 
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We may suppose XE fi. Then ~Tc fg and the conclusion follows from the first 
part. U 
4.1. Corollary. Let f =(I,,) be a separated nonnilpotent A.P filtration on the 
noetherian ring A. Then am = 1. 
Proof. It is clear that Liz 1 for any A.P filtrationf. It follows from Proposi- 
tion 4.5 that ijf(f)r (~~(f))~, hence 1 L ~j,(.j) because O< am< 00 by Proposition 
4.3. 0 
4.8. Definition. The following notions have been introduced in [l] for a filtration 
f+fA : The altitude off is alto = alt(llrf) which is defined as the supremum of the 
ranks of the minimal primes of l/j. 
Similarly, the dimension of f#fA is dim f= dim fl, the dimension of the ring 
A/O. If f==(Z,) is an A.P filtration on the noetherian ring A such that dim f-0 
and alt f =s, the multiplicity of f is the number e&4) = lim s! Z(A/Z,)/nS, where 
f(A/ZJ is the length of the A-module A/Z,. We have the following relations bet- 
ween the numbers UJ(g) and wJ(g) and the multiplicities of the filtxtions f and g: 
4.9. Theorem. Let f, g be two separated non&potent A.P filtrations on a 
noetherian ring A and let s be the altitude off. Zf D= G and if dim f = 0, then 
(q(g))sef(A) se,(A) 5 (iilf(g))sef(A). 
Proof. Let us put f = (I,), g = (J,), u, = uf(J,), w,, = wj(J,). Then for n ~0, v, E N *, 
w, E N* by Remark 4.2. We have also Z,+ c J, c Zu,, for n 8-O. Since Ilrf== {g, we 
have dim f = dim g = 0 and alt f - alt g = s. It follows that 
(u,/n)“s! ~(A/Z&‘u~~(I/nS) s! l(A/Jn)i(w,/n)Ss! I(A/ZW,r)/w,S. 
The proof is complete by taking limits for n -+ 03. 0 
4.10. Corollary. Let Z#A and J#A be two nonnilpotent ideals of the noetherian 
ring A such that n I” = n J” = (0), fl= 1/J and dim Z= 0. Let s be the altitude of 
I. Then U,(J)Sel(A)S eJ(A)I WI(J)Se#l), where e,(A) (resp. e,(A)) is the multi- 
plicity of Z (resp. J). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.9 where we take f =A and g -5. c1 
4.11. Corollary (Samuel [9, Theorem 31). Let A be a noetherian local ring of 
dimension dr 1, Zand J two ideals of A which are primary for the ideal qf nonunits. 
Zf e[(A) and eJ(A) denote the multiplicities of Z and J, then o[(J) 5 (eJ(A)/er(A))““< 
WJ). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.10 since here s= alt Z= d. 0 
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5. Integral dependence 
Here we adapt [4, Proposition 11.81 McAdam and we give in Theorem 5.6 a 
characterization of the integral dependence of the filtration g over the filtration f 
in terms of the number Or(g). 
5.1. Definition. Let f = (I,) and g = (.Z,) be in F(A). 
(1) An element xeA is said to be integral over f if there exists m E k4 * and aj E 4 
forj=l,..., m such that xm+alx”-’ +aZxmm2+ ... + a,=O. An ideal .Z is said to 
be integral overfif each element of Jis integral overf. Let kz 1 be an integer. Then 
an element xeA is integral over the filtration/@ if and only if xXk is integral over 
the Rees ring R(JA) = C nzO Z,X” off, where xXk is considered as an element of 
the polynomial ring A [Xl. 
(2) Following [2], g is said to be integral over f if for each n 2 1, J, is integral 
over fCn); g is said to be strongly integral over f if fig and if the Rees ring 
R(g,A) = Cn20 J,,X” is a finitely generated Z?(f,A)-module. This is equivalent to 
saying that f rg and that R(g,A) is a finitely generated R(J;A)-algebra which is in- 
tegral over R(f;A). 
5.2. See [2] for more complete information about this notion. We will just recall 
some results of [2] we need below. 
(1) If g is strongly integral over f, then g is integral over f. 
(2) If A is noetherian and if g is an E.P filtration with fig, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) g is integral over f; 
(ii) g is strongly integral over f; 
(iii) The Rees ring R(g,A) is integral over the Rees ring R(AA). 
(3) Suppose that f = (I,,) 5 g = (J,,). Then a necessary condition for g to be strong- 
/y integral over f is that there exists an integer Nz 1 such that 
(*I 
N 
J, = c Z, _p, Jp for all n L N. 
p=o 
This condition (*) is sufficient if A is noetherian. 
Proof. The first part has been shown by [2]. For the second part, suppose that the 
ideal J, is generated by (xQ)iliin, for i=O, 1,2, . . . , N. We have for all nrN, 
J,,X” = C,“=, Z,_,X”-pJpXp. Hence the R(f,A)-module R(g,A) is generated by 
(XQX’)tsjcn,, i=O,l,..., N. •1 
5.3. Let f = (Z,) E F(A) and let XE A. It is easy to show as in the Z-adic case that if 
x is integral over f, then Of(x)? 1. It follows that if x is integral over fCk), then 
Df(x) z k since iJJf(k) (x) = fJf(x)/k. 
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5.4. Proposition. Let f, g be filtrations on the noetherian ring A. If g is A.P and 
integral over f, then fif(g) 2 1. 
Proof. Suppose that g= (J,). For a given n, suppose that the ideal J,, is generated 
by (~1, .. . . y,). Then, by 5.3, ~~f(J~)=infi,~~~ Uf(yi)>n, hence fly(g)>1 by Pro- 
position 2.6(ii). 0 
If the ring A is nonnoetherian but the A.P filtration g strongly integral over f, 
then we have also Of(g)? 1. This follows from 
5.5. Proposition. Let f = (I,) and g = (J,) be in F(A). If g is strongly integral over 
f and if of(g) (rem Is,(f)) exists, then of(f) (req. Of(g)) exists and we have 
vf(g)=uf(f)‘l. 
Proof. By 5.2(3), there exists an integer Nz 1 such that J, = CF=, Zn_pJp, for all 
nrN. In particular, I, c J, c I,_, for all nzN, It follows that us(I,)/nr QJ,)/nz 
((n-N)/n)uf(I,-N)/(n-N)~((n-N)/n)uf(J,_N)/(n-N). If n-too, the conclu- 
sions follow by taking limits. 0 
5.6. Theorem. Let A be a noetherian ring and let f = (I,) be a strongly A.P filtra- 
tion on A. Then for any A.P filtration g= (J,,) on A, we have: g is integral over f 
if and only if i$(g) 2 1. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 5.4 we have only to show that if Df(g)> 1, then g is 
integral over f. 
First suppose that g is strongly A.P. Then there exists an integer sz 1 such that 
f’“) =AS and g@) = fJ. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that Uf(g) = %(J,) 2 1, and 
from [4, Corollary 11.81 that J, is integral over I,, hence g is integral over f by [2]. 
Now suppose that g is not strongly A.P. For each integer kz 1, let gk be the 
smallest filtration on A whose first k + 1 terms are A, J1, . . . , Jk . Then, by 171, g, is 
an E.P filtration, hence strongly A.P. We have gklg, therefore n&k)? Oj(g)1 1. 
From the first part, this implies that gk is integral over f, hence Jk is integral over 
fck) for each k. It follows that g is integral over f. q 
5.7. Remark. If the filtration f is not strongly A.P, the conclusion of Theorem 5.6 
may be false. As an example, let us put A = Z[X], I=(X), f = (A, Z2, 13,. . . , I”, . . .) 
and g = fr. We have f 5g and Of(g) = 1. But the filtration g is not integral over f 
because XYER(g,A)= En?,, Z”Y”, X is not integral over f, hence XY is not in- 
tegral over R(f, A). Therefore R(g, A) is not integral over R(f, A) and the conclusion 
follows from 5.2(2). 
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